HOW TO REACH CASAPROTA

For somewhere as beautiful and unspoilt, it is surprisingly easy to get to. There is no risk of
getting lost.
A
75-minute drive from Rome's Fiumicino airport; a 60-minute drive from Rome's Ciampino airport
or from Rome itself takes you directly to the peaceful Sabine Hills just north-east of the Capital.

We advice you to take note of the directions that follow, certainly more accurate than
some GPS navigators

Coming from the north of Italy on the highway A1 Florence-Rome North (“Autostrada A1
Firenze – Roma Nord”)

or

Coming from the south of Italy on the highway A1 Naples-Rome North (“Autostrada A1
Napoli – Roma Nord”)
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Take the highway A1 in direction Rome North (“Roma Nord”). At the highway booth pay the toll
at the “FIANO ROMANO – Rieti” exit on your right inside. Just 100 m. ahead from the highway
booth take a right turn marked “FIANO ROMANO – Rieti” exit and proceed on the Via Salaria
(route SS 4) driving direction RIETI, the main town in our area. Much before than reaching
Rieti, exactly a
t the Km 56 sign
on the Via Salaria, turn right and follow tourist signs CASAPROTA, our village which is 5 Km far
up to the hill after the hamlet Collelungo. It takes about 20 minutes to get to Casaprota from the
highway booth at FIANO ROMANO exit. When in Casaprota, at the sign "WELCOME TO
CASAPROTA" follow our tourist sign "COLLE CESONI".

Coming from the center of Rome (61km) or Leonardo da Vinci-Fiumicino International
Airport (95 km), or Ciampino International Airport (77 km)

From Rome or from any of the Rome airports, take the Rome highway ring GRA (Grande
Raccordo Anulare) and drive to
exit 10
to the highway A1 in direction Rome North (“Roma Nord”). ”Autostrada A1 Roma-Firenze”. 1
Km before the “Roma Nord” highway booth, exit at “FIANO ROMANO – Rieti” (some Euro 1,50
fee).
Proceed
on the Via Salaria (route SS 4) driving direction RIETI, the main town in our area.
Much before than reaching Rieti, exactly at the Km 56 sign on the Via Salaria, turn right and
follow tourist signs CASAPROTA, our village which is 5 Km far up to the hill
after the hamlet Collelungo.
. It takes about 20 minutes to get to Casaprota from the highway booth at FIANO ROMANO
exit. When in Casaprota, at the sign "WELCOME TO CASAPROTA" follow our tourist sign
"COLLE CESONI".
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Coming from North/East of Italy via Rieti

From Rieti, the main town in our area, proceed direction Rome on the Via Salaria (route SS 4).
After 26 Km driving direction Rome, exactly at the Km 56 sign on the Via Salaria, turn right and
follow tourist signs CASAPROTA
, our village which is 5
Km far up to the hill
after
the hamlet Collelungo
. It takes about 20 minutes to get to Casaprota from Rieti.
Warning: coming from Rieti please ignore the signs for Casaprota along the Via Salaria which
you will find at Km 64 and Km 62. Both lead to a mountain path, often interrupted. To avoid that,
please continue driving direction Rome till Km 56.
When in Casaprota, at the sign
"WELCOME TO CASAPROTA", follow our tourist sign "COLLE CESONI".

WHEN IN CASAPROTA

Next to the tourist sign "WELCOME TO CASAPROTA" there is our sign "COLLE CESONI".
Proceed some 200 meters on your left till to the end of the guardrail where a second large sign
"Colle Cesoni ", located on your right next to the pylon of the electricity network, indicates you to
drive BELOW the guardrail (keeping it to your right) by entering into a narrow unpaved road. To
enter easily into the narrow street, you should move left toward the parking so to make a U-turn
and get inside the front narrow road. Do not stop at the first house but continue until the end of
the path (400 m) where you will be in our parking. Please ring the belt on the large stone sign
Colle Cesoni on your right.
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In order to have the pleasure of welcoming you personally, we would be grateful if you
would kindly inform us one hour prior to your arrival on our mobile 39 348 5160334
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